
The workshops improve connection, communication and
collaboration by creating an open and uninterrupted
space to think and share with ourselves and each other. By
reconnecting and resetting your team, Little Shove
workshops lead to increased unity, cohesion, productivity,
morale and performance - and more motivated teams.

Head of Brand & Reputation, The University of Adelaide

The workshop was a game-changer for
us, and we're incredibly grateful for the
positive impact it has had on our team.

Director of Sales, Adelaide Oval SMA

The workshop exceeded my expectations
in every way. It made a significant impact

on my team's morale and performance.

State Manager, Ticketek Adelaide

Without a doubt, the team came away
from the session a more connected,

cohesive unit. 



・one-on-one mentoring
・10 x sessions (60-90min each)
・Non-package price $300/session
・onsite, offsite or over the phone

Optional add-on:
・  1 x half-day workshop
・  worksheets
・  1-2 planning meetings
・  debrief meeting

Includes:

$3,500 $2,800

The University of Adelaide

I have done team building workshops
before... but this has been the most
engaging and helpful one so far.

The workshops are thought-provoking, interactive and real
sessions that reconnect, refresh and reset teams in any
industry. The half-day workshops use a Who, Why, What,
How framework to create and reset the motivation,
purpose, values and direction for the individuals and the
team within the business. 

The workshops create an opportunity to open-up, share
and connect, to realign with the business and to become a
more connected, engaged and higher performing team.

“We wholeheartedly recommend Little Shove to any
organisation seeking to elevate their team's
performance and dynamics. Thank you for helping us
grow, reaching new heights and thriving as a team!”
Head of Brand & Reputation, The University of Adelaide.

Little Shove Team Workshops

A Little Shove Team Workshop is one of the most effective,
engaging and meaningful ways to regroup and reset your
team.

 Who it's for:
・ All industries
・ New or existing teams
・ Teams needing a reset
・ Teams facing change
・ New management
・ Planning days
・ Corporate retreats

Takeaways:
・ Connection to team
     and business
・ Purpose and direction
・ Value alignment
・ Understanding and
     perspective
・ Communication 


